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Dana Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 128
pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.4in. x 0.3in.What are people who
read opinion-page articles looking for How can you reach
people who read general-interest magazines Hint: Its not the
same as your colleagues or science journals. This compact book
offers the reasons and information that can help scientific
writers adopt new habits to be successful and happy writing for
a non-science audience. Go ahead and write journal-style for
science journals and colleagues, says longtime science editor
Jane Nevins, but youll need to try different styles to reach a
different audience. The book is divided into three parts: The
Meet-up, Simple Fixes, and Science and Style. In The Meet-up,
Nevins describes the different venues for lay writing, from
opinion pages to popular magazines, and what readers of each
expect and respond to best. In Simple Fixes, she shows how
jargon, cross-over words, and hackneyed expressions can be
remedied, clearing away confusion for your readers. In Science
and Style, she discusses what to put first, how to quote and
paraphrase in lay copy, and what to leave out. Throughout
Youve Got Some Explaining to Do, Nevins gives concrete, specific
examples tied to neuroscience. The author,...
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This pdf is wonderful. It really is writter in simple terms instead of hard to understand. Its been developed in an
exceedingly simple way and it is just a er i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, alter the way in
my opinion.
-- O llie Powlowski-- O llie Powlowski

The ebook is not di icult in read through easier to comprehend. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting
and amazing literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD
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